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By Bob Bessemer, Conair Downstream Extrusion Product Manager, and
Steve Sickles, Conair Downstream Extrusion Sales Manager

Can you cut operating costs when running rigid profiles
using dry vacuum calibration tables? And, can you do this
while continuing to use the existing tooling – including dry
calibration tools and product form guides – that are typically
associated with auxiliary tanks? The desire to achieve these
two objectives, and others, is what led to the development
of an entirely new approach to sizing and cooling pipe and
profiles. This new approach cuts the cost of running vacuum
pumps by 50% or more without compromising operational
flexibility or requiring construction of new tooling.

To understand the significance of these developments, it is
necessary to look first at what a dry vacuum calibration table
is, and how it and the associated tooling work.

Dry vacuum calibration tables
Dry vacuum calibration tables (Figure 1) have mounting rails
that are attached to a tray and supported by a heavy-duty
frame. Calibration tooling can then be installed on the rails,
in-line with the extrusion die. Heavy-duty up/down, side-to-
side, and linear adjustments ensure proper positioning of the
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tooling. Linear movement is typically powered by a drive
system, while other movements are made using hand wheels.
Dry tables come equipped with multiple liquid-ring vacuum
pumps, which will be plumbed to manifolds for dry calibration
tooling interface, or for auxiliary tanks that may be used for
secondary cooling and sizing. Also, one or more water
pumps – along with associated filters, heat exchangers,
and reservoirs – will be incorporated into the system.

Calibration Tooling
The first tool to make contact with the molten plastic profile
is called the dry calibration tool (Figure 2). Depending on the
profile material, this tool will be totally dry (that is, no water
makes contact with the profile), or will allow water to make
contact with the profile to help to create a hydraulic seal
and/or minimize sticking. This initial calibration tooling is used
to both size the profile and smooth the outside surface. Tool-
ing typically ranges from 4 inches to 15 inches in length and
there may be one or more sets of tooling used, with or without
gaps between them (Figure 3).
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It is critical to maintain consistent water flow through these
calibration tools to maintain a desired processing temperature.
Today, the water is usually chilled to between 50º and 65ºF
(10º and 18ºC). When warmer temperatures are needed, the
operator simply uses a ball valve to adjust the water flow and,
thus, the temperature. In some cases – especially to control
bowing of non-symmetrical shapes or wall thicknesses – water
is plumbed independently to the top and bottom halves of the
calibrator to control the heat transfer rate in different sections
of the profile.

Typically, one or more liquid-ring vacuum pumps (Figure 4)
are used for each foot of dry calibration tooling, with each
pump sized at 5 to 10 hp or sometimes more. It is always
better to have more horsepower rather than less in order to
ensure adequate vacuum – defined by the number of cubic
feet per minute (CFM) of air removed. This is especially impor-
tant when water is also being drawn from the tooling. The
more water there is passing through the liquid ring vacuum
pump, the less room there is for air (CFM). And, because
water does not compress, like air, the only way to guarantee

Figure 4.
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CFM is to increase the horsepower of the vacuum pump.
In many cases a back-up (or piggy-back) pump is used to
provide additional CFM needed to form tight radii or with
tongue and groove features, because these require a higher
level of vacuum to shape the profile.

The length of calibration tooling varies with the profile geome-
try, material, and throughput. Usually, however, this dry tooling
is only 1 to 3 ft (30.5 to 91.5 cm) long, with the remainder of
tooling being mounted in auxiliary tanks.

Auxiliary Tanks
After the initial calibration tooling, an auxiliary tank (Figure 5)
is usually mounted on the dry table to offer additional cooling
while the profile is being supported and further cooled.
These tanks are typically 6 to 12 ft (1.8 to 3.7m) long, with
slots into which form guide tooling can be slid. These form
guides or tooling plates may be spaced throughout the tank
to offer profile support, and to also create water turbulence
to enhance cooling. Achieving this turbulence, however, can
be quite expensive.
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The most common auxiliary tank is called
the turbo tank, and uses form guide
plates with holes surrounding the profile
(Figure 6). Water is input from the up-
stream end of the tank, and must pass
through the holes in each plate to get to
the exit of the tank, where the water is drawn
out using a liquid ring vacuum pump. The action of the water
going through these holes causes turbulence that breaks up
the insulating layer of water around the profile to enhance
cooling efficiency (Figure 7).

Another form of auxiliary tank (Figure 8), the high-turbulence
tank also uses holes through the form guide plates to enhance
turbulent cooling, but the holes are alternately above and below
the profile to cause the water to cascade through the tank.

Both of these systems require a lot of water movement to
achieve the velocity that creates turbulence as water shoots
through the holes. They often also require vacuum. For hollow
profiles, a low level of vacuum (typically 1 to 3 inches of
mercury) is required to push the profile out against the form
guides to maintain the profile shape until cooled.
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The liquid-ring vacuum pumps move both water for cooling
and air for vacuum. As noted, however, the more water the
pumps move, the less air they can move and the only solution
is to increase the number and horsepower of the pumps.

In addition to the pumps used with the initial calibration tool-
ing, it is very typical for at least one 10-hp pump to be used for
each 6- to 8-ft-long (1.8- to 2.4-m-long) auxiliary tank. In high
throughput applications, two, three or even four of these tanks
can be used with vacuum pumps on each tank.

These liquid-ring pumps not only consume more power than
other pumps; they are also highly prone to failure. In fact, the
more a liquid-ring vacuum pump is used as a water pump, the
less effective it is and the more stress it is subjected to. When
the pump is moving a lot of water, it is very common to see
the hoses coming off the auxiliary tanks shaking due to water
hammer. The vacuum pump amps go up and down with this
hammer, contributing to premature failure. This high failure
rate is another reason to seek an alternative to vacuum-ring
designs.

TURBO TANK COOLING HIGH TURBULENCE AUXILIARY TANK COOLING
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Air/Water Separation
Extruders in the pipe industry use a different system and a lot
can be learned from their experience. Instead of the conven-
tional flood-cooling tank, these processors have begun to use
high-intensity spray-cooling tank that surround the pipe with a
uniform, 360° high-volume spray pattern of atomized mist. Al-
though water is sprayed in very fine droplets, the tank brings a
tremendous amount of water to the surface of the pipe, where
the extremely small water droplets remove heat very efficiently.

More recently, these systems have been successfully applied in
cooling large, heavy-wall profiles. They offer the added advan-
tage of allowing the spray volume to be adjusted so that differ-
ent parts of the profile receive more or less water. By applying
more cooling to the thicker sections, processors can equalize
heat transfer across the profile and minimize bow and twist.

In these high-intensity spray systems (Figure 9), the water
used to cool the profile or pipe must be kept separate from air
used to pull the vacuum. And because the vacuum pump does
not have to move high-volumes of water, it can be sized more
appropriately. Even better, a regenerative style vacuum pump
may be used instead of a water ring pump. Regenerative
pumps can to develop the high CFM required for vacuum
sizing, at a much lower horsepower. These pumps may also
be controlled by a variable frequency drive (VFD), further
decreasing horsepower requirements. Vacuum can even be
adjusted simply by turning a ten-turn potentiometer.

To separate water from air, water drains out of the cooling
tank into an integral water reservoir below. The water level is
controlled automatically so that the water never reaches the
suction of the vacuum pump. The reservoir fits neatly under-
neath a dedicated spray-cooling tank.

You may ask what can be done for the extruder who is accus-
tomed to placing the tank on a conventional dry table along
with the calibration tooling. A tank with an integral reservoir
underneath would sit too high on the table. The centerline of
the tank and the centerline of the tooling could not be aligned
with the centerline of the extruder.

The Logical Solution: Dry Table/Tank Hybrid
To combine the substantial horsepower savings made
possible by air/water separation technology and regenerative
vacuum pumps, with the flexibility of a dry calibration tooling
tables, the first logical solution (Figures 10 and 11) is to
combine a high-intensity spray tank, with air/water separation,
and a dry tooling bed. Units have been built with dry tooling
beds 2 feet to 8 ft (0.61 to 2.4m) long, with vacuum and
water manifolds similar to conventional dry calibration tables.
In some cases, multiple water temperature manifolds have
been used to allow improved processing in the dry tooling,
especially for foamed profiles.
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These units proved to dramatically reduce horsepower
requirements and offered higher throughput rates, but had
the drawback of having a fixed length dry tooling bed. Many
processors state they would not move to this technology due
to this lack of versatility.

Updated Hybrid Dry Calibration Unit
With this in mind, a new generation of hybrid dry calibration
units were designed (Figure 12). The tank is mounted on a
wheeled base, with up-and-down and side-to-side adjustment
mechanisms, and separate water-pumping and vacuum
systems. It can be used just like a conventional tank. However,
at the push of a button, a built-in drive system trundles the
cooling tank beyond the end of base, exposing a dry-tooling
bed at the upstream end. Depending on how far the tank is
retracted, the dry-tooling bed can be as short as 6 in (15.24
cm), as long as 4 feet (1.22m), or any length in between. This
lets the processor tailor the equipment to the process.

These hybrid tanks can be built to include multiple chambers,
each with different vacuum levels and even different water
temperatures. And all this while still dramatically reducing
horsepower use and allowing the use of existing calibration

tooling and even the form guides. Form guides simply
(Figures 13 and 14) slide into mounts within the tank, just
like they do on conventional auxiliary tanks, but these guide
systems are specifically designed to work with spray cooling
and do not interfere with the cooling of the profile.

Tooling can be spaced easily to offer the best heat transfer
rates, while minimizing bow and twist.

In Conclusion
The newest cooling and sizing technology will help processors
dramatically reduce energy costs associated with profile
extrusion – typically by up to 50%. These savings allow
processors to compete more effectively in international
markets. Faster cooling via increased turbulence and high-
intensity spray, as well as more uniform cooling thanks to
the ability to direct spray onto thicker sections, will increase
throughput and reduce scrap due to bow and twist.
The added versatility of today’s new equipment can reduce
changeover times between jobs, allowing for shorter, more
efficient runs without increasing down time. Finally, air/water
separation and the use of smaller, more efficient pumps can
significantly reduce energy consumption.

Figure 12. Figure 13. Figure 14.


